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Clay Pigeon Shooting
Clay pigeon shooting is normally booked per stand; a stand of shooting consists of a
professional shotgun coach, cartridges, clays, and all that is required for up to 6
people. Each stand has a designated clay target and requires a duration of 45
minutes to ensure that everyone can be coached to a high standard and go home
with a sense of achievement. When booking multiple stands (and if time allows),
each additional stand can have a different target to give a variation of shots and
techniques and groups will rotate around the different stands. Practice and
competition shots can be combined in the one session, or if you are staying for lunch
we can run the competitions after your break. We can also supply other activities to
run along side the shooting, so groups can rotate activities in approximately 45minute time slots.
Sheltered shooting stands

At Luton Hoo, Clay shooting, Archery, Crossbows, and Air target shooting, can take
place in the same woodland area, with the benefit of sheltered shooting stands for all
the activities. Inclement weather does not stop the activities from running, and the log
cabin provides additional shelter and refreshments if required.
Clay pigeon shooting is suitable for both ladies and gents alike; the gun that you use
will be professionally selected according to your build and stature.
Master eyes are checked and the guns are fitted to each person with a full
explanation of why this is done. Low recoil cartridges are used, and combined with
the above, ensures a comfortable rewarding experience.
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Booking Example
18 people = 3 stands of shooting with different targets on each stand, your group will
be divided into teams of no more than 6 people to 1 shooting instructor. Each group
will shoot the 3 shooting stands and rotate in 45-minute slots.
If your group is 6 or less you will only require 1 stand, however we can set the stand
up to allow for additional targets to make it more interesting.
If your group size exceeds 40 or you have a limited time to spend with us, please call
us and allow us to suggest alternative ways that we can run the event for you.
We can cater for team sizes larger than 6 as long as it is pre arranged, and that
we have additional time allocated so we can maintain our standard of
instruction.

Please give me a call if you have any questions.
Pete Lee 01525 876774 or 07899 885641

